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Location of the Saggar worksFigure 1:
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The Saggar works at Caughley

2003 Excavation at an early pottery

Summary

A successful investigation revealing one kiln hearth and the possible foundation of a 
gable wall, thought to be the manufacturing building where saggars were produced 
prior to firing.
The kiln hearth, is thought to be that of a single flue up draught kiln, built circa 1770.
The results provide a good basis for continuing with a further investigation,  to 
discover the location of a second kiln and further remains of the associated buildings.

Introduction

These excavations follow two previous reports into the area. The 1988 report by the 
Ironbridge Institute, and the 2002 report by Wolverhampton Archaeology Group.

The 2002 investigation was a geophysical survey, the excavations have drawn on both 
reports for information,  and previously documented evidence.

Aim

To produce a detailed study of the works,  and provide good evidence of the operation 
of the works and any previous use.

Acknowledgements

These excavations were undertaken with the kind permission of Lord and Lady
Forester during July and August 2003. 

Thanks to Phillip Morris for permission to uncover various amounts of turf within his 
tenancy,  and for the unrestricted access to the fields around the site.
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and maps freely provided. 
To Robin Morris of Ibstock Bricks for his help in getting the equipment to the area 
and his in depth knowledge of the area.
To Roger Edmundson for his help and input before and during the two investigations.
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Historical Background

It is thought a Pottery may have existed at Caughley as early as 1754. Ambrose 
Gallimore, who had taken leases from the Caughley estate owned by Edward Browne, 
ran it. This pottery is thought to have manufactured functional wares, but there is no 
evidence to support this. 

The Caughley Porcelain Manufactory was built between 1772 and 1775. Gallimore 
and Thomas Turner were co – proprietors of the Caughley Manufactory, although 
Turner would later become "sole master". Turner was apprenticed to his Father as a 
writing master and is known to have dealt in Worcester porcelain. He adapted the 
works for the manufacture of soft paste porcelain.

The site was well supplied with coal and fireclay. The River Severn was close by and 
easy access was gained for Soapstone and China clay to be brought from Cornwall. 
Leases were owned in Cornwall at Gewgraze and later at Predannack Wollas. The 
local clays were used for the production of saggars, which were an essential part of 
Porcelain manufacture.

A saggar was a Fireclay container that protected the delicate porcelain from the direct 
heat and smoke of the kiln. The name is a corruption of "safe guard". 
A map of 1780 by Thomas Bryan (SRO1224/1/47) shows the existence of a saggar 
works approximately a quarter of a mile south of the site of the Porcelain works.

Geology

The Lower Coal Measures outcrop from east to west across the investigation area. 
The strata dips down towards the north. Ganey coal outcrops across the southern 
boundary of the quarry currently being worked. The sequence of coals and clays is as 
follows: Ganey, Clunch, Two foots, Best and Randles, Clod and finally Little Flint. 
The Little Flint Coal has been previously exploited, the 2002 win of clay revealed a 
gallery or tunnel during excavation. The Caughley mine was worked in the pillar and 
stall method, with working sites as low as 45cm in parts of the revealed gallery. 
Siliceous sandstone known as YFM (Yellow Firing Material) forms lenses between 
the sequences of strata. Dense Little Flint rock outcrops at the surface near the eastern 
boundary of the investigation area, due to uplifting known as the Symon fault.  The 
clays are all usable and were probably exploited for brick and tile as well as for 
Saggar production.
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Topography

The study site is in the Parish of Barrow, near Broseley, Shropshire. The site is 
bounded to the south by a small tributary of the River Severn known as the Dean 
Brook and to the north and west by the Parkhill quarry. The eastern boundary consists 
of a poor field of grass and scrub, known locally as the "pig run".
There is dense coniferation in the east and some ancient woodland beyond.

The study area falls steeply to the south towards the brook. In this area lies the 
deserted hamlet of Darley. There is one derelict cottage called the "Honeypot" and 
several ruined outbuildings.

The WAG team
CHRIS ROBINSON
MARTIN HOLLAND
JAN HOLLAND
SUE FOSTER
SANDRA VINT
CLIVE WESTWOOD
EMMA HUGHES
CAROLE GRIFFITHS
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Archaeology

Methodology

Preliminary work involved the laying out of a grid,  within which the excavations 
were to be carried out. A temporary bench mark was also designated for the area,  
from which all heights were recorded. This was 100m. The bench mark is at  point  
369205E299540N. This point is derived from measurement on a map (Parkhill 2003, 
CY/D044/21),  and not measured at the site using a known O.S. benchmark.
The grid was 20m by 15m , the south west point designated 100E,100N an arbitrary 
figure for use within this document.(369184E299520N)
The site was divided into two areas. Area one formed the main investigation area. The 
grid was laid in this area.
Area two encompassed the former opencast site to the east,  which it is thought to 
have supplied the raw materials to the works. 
Trench one(Area 1), commenced from grid point 114E105N and used bricks already 
known to the group from the previous survey (WAG 2002). 
Trench two(Area 2) centred on a known exposure of spoil from a possible waste tip.
A rabbit warren is built into the slope 125E125N. Various saggar fragments were 
falling down the slope,  of the edge of the former small opencast quarry,  at the 
western side from this exposure.
The trench formed a sectional excavation down this slope.
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Excavations

Trench 1

The topsoil was removed from an area 6m by 1m,  in a northerly direction 114E105N 
to 115E111N.  This encompassed the bricks already known in this area from the 
previous study (WAG 2002).

Discussion of Bro 03/A1/T1 plan1

Initial removal of the topsoil was hampered by tree roots. The roots were unable to 
penetrate into the ground and had grown across the red brick work that was 
uncovered. The bricks were edged by a hard compact clay layer,  imbedded with fired 
material and some brick fragments, context 101 . This is thought to have formed a 
walkway around the red brick feature.
The bricks formed a quadrant of paved floor area designated 102 , and are laid in a 
radial pattern which suggested a hearth. At a point approximately 2.00m north,  the 
radial  red brick surface appeared to be intersected by a course of bricks,  from a 
possible fall of masonry, or part of the hearth structure. This course appeared to have 
held back a layer of clay 103 .
Context 103  was a dense grey clay interspersed with large fragments of saggar lids 
and some firebrick. The context thickened to a depth of 0.50 m,  and ran into a more 
dense clay layer, context 105 . 
Context 105  appeared to be a surface,  and was compacted with coal and fired clay, 
fragments of saggar and some roof tile.
The trench was extended north to reveal another material context 104 , formed of a 
loose hardcore layer in a band 1.00m wide. The north end of the trench returned to 
105.
Interpretation of the first plan is difficult. The three separate material contexts, 
progressing from the intersection of bricks, appear to have radial interface between 
each context. This suggests some kind of walkway or work area due to the 
compaction of 105 . 
Context 104   is similar to the small, granular type of hardcore found, after the 
cleaning of a hearth. It can still be observed today in modern brick factories.
This gives good evidence for an access point into the kiln, a firing position or fire 
grate where coal would burnt to make the heat.
Clay may have been washed south down this slope and been held back by the 
intersection of bricks,  post demolition,  and this caused a build up of material. This 
material then became dense and compact over the two centuries of alternative uses of 
the land, grazing and pasture in the main, there has also been ploughing of the area.
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Figure 2: BRO 03/A1/T1 PLAN 1

Drawn by E. Hughes
Scale 1:20
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Trench 1 extension 1

The intersection of bricks across trench 1 context  103  was found not to form part of 
the structure of the radial brickwork  102. There was no evidence of any bonding or 
mortar, therefore,  these bricks must have appeared after the demolition of the 
structure.
A 1.00m wide extension was opened west to 110.00E105.50N. This would prove any 
continuity of 104 or 105 if these contexts were radial, and followed the hearth 
circumference. Context 103  was removed to point 114E108N.

Discussion of BRO 03/A1/T1 Plan 2

Removal of 103  was made. The hearth was revealed to its full circumference. This 
mirrored the previous bricks.  Radial courses of bricks laid on bed and in stretcher 
orientation, ending in a single stretcher course abutting a large sandstone block which 
appeared to form a cover for the bricks below.
Beyond the stone were two courses which,  appeared to be formed into a crude ramp 
up to the stone. The courses were laid header on the lower course and stretcher above 
with a very loose fill of hearth waste 109 .This material filled the space from the 
trench edge and north to 105.

The extension west revealed more radial brickwork. Again two courses high in the 
same method as above. The courses appeared to form a concave wall rising up. 
A boundary was formed at the edge of the bricks with a material very similar to 101.
Interpretation is that it formed a surface continuous with that context and was 
following the same radius. The surface height was 0.17m higher but this is accounted 
for by the natural slope to the south whereas the material is held in place within the 
extension because it is a more level area.
A crude course of Red sandstone wall was revealed within the extension which raised 
the theory that this would be the foundation of a gable forming a works building.
Thomas Bryans' map of 1780(SRO1224/1/47), suggests that the works may have been 
built at a tangent to the kiln structure.
The sandstone was abutted by a single course of bricks running SW – NE. If this was 
a foundation, then Bryan would have orientated the position of the buildings 
incorrectly. The scale of map would also be called  into question. The areas are 
correct but other features would appear not to have been measured but simply drawn.
The sandstone feature was designated context 110 , and the  bricks 111 to enable 
distinction should further investigation prove the features to be different.
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Figure 3 : Bro 03/A1/T1 Plan 2

Drawn by Emma Hughes
Scale 1:20
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Trench one extension 2

Trench one was extended east to the edge of the grid 115E104N and north to 
115E107N and west to E111104N. This revealed a circular hearth.

Discussion of BRO 03/A1/T1 Plan 3

The extension revealed a course of four bricks, context  112 , in east- west alignment 
across the hearth. The feature was bonded into the hearth with mortar and parallel to 
this course ran a loose line of firebricks in rough alignment with the red bricks,  that 
appeared to hold back the context 103 in plan 1.
These courses may have formed the airway into the hearth,  and may have supported 
the kiln hearth or floor which would have carried the wares during firing.
Air would be drawn into the kiln from holes in the floor, and assisted combustion of 
coal as well as drawing the heat through the saggars being fired and up to the cone of 
the kiln.
The feature may also have had a damper attached to it to restrict or increase air flow 
during firing.  
This evidence also explains why the revealed circular floor surface is in red bricks and 
not firebricks. The temperature underlying the kiln hearth would not have reached the 
extreme temperatures that would have been reached within the chamber.

There is a kiln extant at Broseley Pipe museum, which although has been converted to 
a downdraught kiln for efficiency, it was built in 1880 as an up draught kiln.     
(Figure 10)
The Broseley kiln is 100 years newer than the kiln at Caughley but the dimensions are 
similar. The Broseley kiln has four fireboxes, at 90 degrees to each other,  and a floor 
supported from the base by bricks. Air was passed into the kiln via a damper and 
would then leave by the cone at the top which carried a chimney before conversion. 
The conversion of the kiln means that the air is now drawn down to the base and out 
via an external chimney. 

The western extension revealed more red bricks in circular layout and in two courses 
as previously explained in Plan 2.
A small Sondage 118 revealed a hard compact layer of bricks which suggests that this 
was the base of the kiln.
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Area 1 Trench 2

As discussed earlier, the full circumference of the kiln base was now revealed. The 
plan of 1780 shows a building of a circular structure with a rectangular structure 
drawn merging with it.
A point was chosen in approximate alignment with the centre of the kiln at the 
sandstone feature 110 and a 1m by 1m test pit started. The pit was 3.00m from the 
feature at point 108.00E104.50N.
Topsoil was 0.15m at this point,  and contact was made with a hard surface. This 
proved to be large sandstone blocks in linear layout,  forming the return of a building 
at this point .Context 114 .
It was decided to open the pit into a trench. A brick wall was found running to the 
south west in an angular alignment. Further excavation revealed two courses of bricks 
laid to form a channel 111 .
The fill of the channel was a hard compacted clay and coal fragments 119 . This 
material was less dense than other clay deposits found, and was easy to scrape. At the 
end of the brick feature the clay ran out,  and a light sandy subsoil became prevalent 
120. The theory is that water from the surfaces around the foundation,  if it was a 
wall,  would disperse at this point.

Discussion of BRO 03 A1/T2 Plan 4

The plan clearly shows alignment of the brick channel 111  with the brick feature in 
plan 2 and it can be surmised that it is the same feature.

The sandstone blocks in plan 2 appear to form a cover over the brick feature. This 
suggests a threshold of some description.
Wares from the works buildings would need to carried to the kiln by wheelbarrow or 
by hand,  and some form of bridge would have been necessary to cover the channel. 
The foundation stones 114  also aligned with stone at that point.
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Area one Trench 3

If  the existence of  a gable wall was to be proved, then a small trench was necessary 
to find the northern end of this wall.

Measurement was made at 6.00m from the possible return of masonry as outlined in 
trench 2, context 114 .
6.00m (18 feet),  was the optimum span of a building using trusses in construction of 
a roof,  and it is reasonable to use this figure as a starting point.

Discussion of Bro 03 A1/T3 Plan 5 

Excavation of this trench revealed more Red sandstone in alignment with the 
foundation in trench 2 context 114 . 

Another course of bricks was also found. Context 117  This course ran E – W and 
possibly formed a drain channel alongside the return of the gable wall. 
Further investigation was not possible due the time constraint.
There was a spread of roof tiles and brick fragments from the possible demolition of 
the building.
It is fairly certain that a foundation existed at this point. 
There is good evidence to support the existence of the works building at this point and 
that a drain ran along the length of its north wall.
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Figure 6: Bro 03/A1/T3 Plan 5

Drawn by Emma Hughes
Scale 1:20
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Area 2 Trench 1

The area to the east of the bench mark was designated area 2. It was interesting for a 
number of reasons, not least for the tunnelling of rabbits into the western face.
There is good evidence that the whole area was a shallow,  opencast quarry working 
for the supply of clay and coal as there are outcrops of both here.
Within the area at its eastern edge,  is a further depression with an apparent earthen 
bank,  deliberately built to stop the run off of water,  and so provide another necessity. 
Water is required in the moulding and forming stage of the saggars. This depression is 
a possible pool and when full would have provided good supply of water.
A trench was opened across the eastern side of this opencast area to follow the waste 
ejected by the rabbits. Good evidence had already been provided by field 
collection(WAG 2002).

Discussion of BRO 03/A2/T1 Section 1

Initial removal of topsoil context 100  revealed a light brown soil,  containing coal 
fragments and some small saggar fragments. The root system was also in evidence. 
This layer designated context 107 .
The underlying layer 108  was grey soil heavy with ash and clinkered coal. There was 
a deposit of  large saggar fragments including near complete saggars,  rejected 
presumably because of mis-shape and cracks.
Fire bricks were also in evidence,  suggesting either rebuild or repair of the kiln or 
manufacture of bricks.
Manufacture of bricks was possible but there was no evidence of small pieces of brick 
waste, and the bricks found all had excessive vitrification,  suggesting use over a 
period of firings rather than new bricks rejected due to fault.
Context 115 interfaced with a compacted grey soil with saggar fragments, coal and 
nodules of natural red and yellow clay.
Interpretation is difficult, but the layer is not natural,  and tip lines are in evidence as 
the section was cut into lower deposits.
Natural clay was reached at 0.90m deep 116. Grey clay, very dense and undisturbed.
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Figure7: Bro 03/A2/T1 Section 1 East Facing

Drawn by Emma Hughes
Scale 1:10
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Figure 8: Bro 03 Area 1 Site plan
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Finds catalogue

Area 1 trench 1 Context 104

1 roof tile nail
1 shard window glass

Area 1 trench 1 Context layer 105

1 Silver button
1 Shard of window glass
1 Clout nail
1 Black glaze cup handle
1 Black glaze shard
1 Caughley shard, underglaze blue
1 Caughley transfer printed shard
2 Porcelain shard probably Caughley
1 Mottled brown shard
1 Yellow shard

Area 2 trench 1  surface collection.

7 Kiln stilts. Used to keep saggars apart during firing
1 Chamfered piece of glazed kiln furniture
3 Small clay lumps to keep lids of saggars apart during firing.
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Area 2 trench 1 context layer 108

10 broken fire bricks
60 Saggar fragments
4 Saggars with damage
4 Lids
4 Bases
2 Kiln bricks. Domed and showing extreme vitrification
1 Small saggar

Area 2 trench 1 context layer 115

2 Fragments of Caughley porcelain
1 Window pane 41/4 inches wide.( In 3 pieces which join.)
1 Fragment teapot handle (Bisque)
1 Black glaze fragment

Discussion

Area 1 

The trenches opened within this area yielded very few finds. In the topsoil there was 
evidence of previous excavations and backfilling. Clips from bread wrappers in 
evidence. There were also shotgun cartridges.

Saggar fragments made up the largest amount of finds. 
A silver cuff button was found in context 105  but is not of any age.
There is evidence to support the existence of demolition of a building.
nails, roof tiles, glass, and sandstone.

Area 2

One trench was opened in this area. A vertical cut through the edge of the small 
opencast quarry which supplied raw materials.
This trench provided the most telling finds from the site so far. 
A huge amount of reject wares including 4 half saggars complete with bases so sizing 
is possible.
Kiln stilts which are simple stems of clay, crudely formed by squeezing soft clay in 
the palm of ones' hand. These stilts still fit the shape of a hand and are really human 
items.
The window glass fits together to form a full width pane of glass but the length cannot 
be determined. Putty marks are still visible on the pane.
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Conclusion
x� The excavations have proved that there are remains of the saggar works at  

Caughley.
x� There was at least one kiln, similar in design and dimension to the Broseley 

kiln.
x� There are foundations of a least one building associated with the production of    

saggars.
x� Material finds suggest that the works had glazed windows and roof tiles.
x� The kiln was repaired at least once during its' life time.
x� The kiln bricks found suggest a kiln similar to an up draught kiln because of the     

shape.
The waste tip proves that saggars were manufactured to improving standards, from 
very crude saggars, to finely worked material with a coating which possibly 
improved the quality of the wares that were intended to be fired within them.
The map evidence, that proved the existence of the works, was not accurate when it 
came to the detail of the works buildings.
The physical evidence in terms of finds for dating are non existent. The one item 
expected to be found within a works in the general area of Broseley would have 
been a clay pipe fragment.
 The manufacture of smoking pipes, in Broseley, commenced as early as 1640.
It is therefore a mystery as to why non were found. Perhaps the works employed 
boys, who did not smoke. We know that large numbers of boys were employed at 
the porcelain works. Any money earned by them would have certainly gone to 
parents and not have been spent on tobacco!
There is one possible use of the works which has not been explored as yet. The 
works may have produced saggars for the Broseley area. There were so many users. 
Pipe works and Potteries all with kilns which would have needed saggars.
This may explain what was being produced circa 1754 prior to the start of Porcelain 
manufacture.
It may have been instrumental in the siting of the Caughley porcelain works. 
Saggars were all ready being produced and the works would have possibly been run 
by Gallimore. He saw the potential to develop porcelain and had part of the 
required business within his control.
To support this hypothesis, one saggar, found within Area 2 trench 1, was subjected 
to chemical analysis.(Figure 17). 
The chemical analysis of this saggar, tested in a ceramic laboratory, suggests that 
the saggar is made of extremely good quality Fireclay.
Quality of Fireclay depends to a large degree on the amount of Alumina. The more 
Alumina the better the quality and durability. 
This saggar is made of a high Alumina clay. It is not found within the current clay 
seams worked today. This suggests that the Works only ever produced saggars. It 
suggests also that once these good clays were exhausted the works closed. It is 
possible other clays were used but did not possess the required properties, which 
led to the demise of the works,  sometime around 1790. The saggar works site is not 
recorded on the map evidence.(Figure 18.)
This is not the end of the story. There is somewhere within the site, dating 
evidence, which could answer some of the questions raised. However more 
questions may posed than answered! 
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Figure 17: Chemical analysis of a saggar
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Figure 18
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The Context layers

Each level of the excavation has been designated a context number. This enables 
similar layers to be identified as continuous within an area. This may define shape or 
depth of the area.
Context will also define changes in layers as depths change, which is essential when 
any dating evidence is found.

Context 100

Topsoil

101

Hard compact floor surface. Clay imbedded with waste burnt material and coal.

102

Kiln hearth bricks laid in radial pattern with an infill of brick paving laid in the 
opposite direction.

103

Clay layer overlying the hearth surface

104

Loose hardcore layer

105

Hard surface heavily compacted with Coal and clay and similar to 101

106

Spare

107

Light brown soil containing poorly fired Coal. Some saggar wasters. Tree roots 
prevalent.

108

Grey soil, saggars and coal. Very soft and contains bricks.
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109

Crushed bricks and ash from hearth.

110

Sandstone cover of possible drain channel

111

Drain channel.

112

Firing point of the kiln or air intake. 

113

Drain walls in brick.

114

Foundation of works building ?

115

Grey soil and compact saggars. Coal and nodules of  natural clay. Red and yellow in 
colour.

116

Natural clay

117

Wall to the north of possible building. Bricks laid in a single course.

118

Sondage. Sub surface of kiln hearth, clay and fine particles of fired materials.

119

Drain fill. Grey clay with Coal fragments

120

Subsoil. Sandy orange natural material found in the present quarry operation.
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Appendix 1

Pictures
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Figure 10: The Broseley pipe kiln. Owned by Southorns and now in the 
care of Ironbridge Museums. 
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Figure 11:  Saggar fragment in good condition.
BRO 03 A1/T1 108
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Figure 12: Small saggar made for the firing of miniatures.
BRO 03 A1/T1 108

Figure 13: Lid from saggar.
BRO 03 A1/T1 108
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Figure 14: Saggar with lid fitted.
BRO 03 A1/T1 108
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Figure 15: Area 1 Trench 1 Showing the full extent of the kiln hearth.
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Figure 16: Saggars awaiting firing in the Broseley kiln.
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Figure 19: Drain cover looking east.
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Figure 20: Looking East from drain cover to kiln base.
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Figure 21: Drain cover looking south
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Appendix 2

Finds records

Context records


